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Never as in the 15th and 16th centuries were
Christian leaders, religious orders and institutions, and
even European adventurers, so responsive to the appeal
of Christ’s last message: “Go ye unto the whole world
and preach the gospel to all creation” (Mark, XVI, 15).
This was the justification for European Christendom
to embrace the conversion of the “infidel” and the
“heathen”, but it was certainly not the only factor to
justify it. As is well known, the great conquests and
discoveries of the 15th century were impelled by diverse
economic, political and religious motivations. However
the old crusading spirit was not only blended with a
renewed idea of universal evangelisation at the end of
the 16th century; it was also re-created and manipulated
to focus on the concept of the “mission” and the
“missionary”.1 In effect, the old medieval ideal of
crusade, evoked by the Portuguese and Spanish in the
combat against Islam and based on territorial conquest
by force of arms, did not apply to the geographical
reality revealed by the discoveries of the 15th century.
Now, Christ’s message had to be spread by the Word,
not for lack of those who defended, and in some cases
applied, the use of physical force, but due to the distance
at which many of these territories lay in relation to
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their respective European centres, as well as the
prevailing political situations in them. Whenever
Portuguese political sovereignty was enlarged in an
Asian enclave, the diffusion of the Christian word was
frequently followed by intense cultural violence, of
which the case of Goa was paradigmatic. Here, the
destruction of the autochthonous culture and religion
had always been defended, along with the erection of a
sectarian “Christian city”, associating Catholicism with
Portuguese political power. As Silva Dias has reminded
us, “Our raison d’être rested on motivations of both an
ideological nature and a utilitarian nature. The two were
melted down and fused into a coherent unit of doctrine
and action”.2 The 16th- and 17th-century religious and
secular chronicles underline this intimate association
between conquest and evangelisation, even preferring
the former term in its titles.3 Strictly speaking, this
fusion underlines the fact that the history of Portuguese
expansion always combined three interrelated aspects—
commercial, military and religious—that cannot be
dissociated without incurring the risk of limiting
research and the interpretation of results. This triple
correlation also helps to explain the profound
difficulties of Christian evangelisation in the 16th and
17th centuries, even in the Indian enclaves of the
Portuguese dominion. Christian preaching in India was
not an easy task in the period following the arrival of
St. Francis Xavier in 1542. On one hand, there was a
serious religious crisis that would cleave the 16th- century
European religious firmament asunder. On the other,
the preparation of the religious orders and their
members was insufficient when confronted with the
cultural specifics of those territories, sprinkled with
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other religious beliefs, and integrated into social and
political structures whose diverse behaviour patterns
were anchored in age-old cultures and mentalities. In
this multi-faceted context, there did not exist any single
program for evangelisation directed towards the Indian
world. Even when it resulted in more organized
missions toward the end of the 16th century, it presented
a mix of at least four different types of missionary
activity4:  (1) one that was exclusively in the service of
Portuguese and European colonists, extending from
religious teaching to constructing a religious framework;
(2) one that sought the conversion of local populations
that lived under Portuguese political rule; (3) one that
intended to evangelise territories of strong Islamic
obedience dependent on the Grand Mogul, the
sultanates or, more distant still, the Shah of Persia; (4)
finally, the group of missionary activities that depended
on the Jesuits’ process of adaptation to local societies
and cultures, as would occur, among other instances,
in the mission of Robert de Nobili to Madurai. It is
important to stress that it is not possible to study the
Jesuit movement in some Indian areas without including
the geographic space within the scope of investigation.
Although anchored in some fundamental principles,
these cultural specifics obliged the Jesuit mission to
pursue the most varied strategies to adapt, mobilize
and circulate the word of God. Therefore, it is useful
to examine in more detail these Indian territories where
the members of the newly founded Society of Jesus
were received with varying degrees of success.

INDIA, BETWEEN MYTH AND THE FIRST
EFFORTS AT CHRISTIANISATION

Many were the legends and myths that enchanted
the imagination of medieval European courts and their
elites, where a confused idea of India prevailed. From
literature to primordial cartography, passing through
commercial contacts and the reports by some
adventurers, it can be said that medieval Europe could
only dream of, or imagine, those distant lands from
whence, via the caravan routes of Egypt and the Eastern
Mediterranean, rich spices arrived in Italian cities,
above all Venice. The situation was to change radically
with the circumnavigation of the world by Vasco de
Gama in 1498, but some of the geographical and
cultural fantasy would remain until the 19th century,
later feeding those disciplines from which “orientalism”

was created by European scholars. Even in 1500 Gama
himself continued to believe that India was inhabited
by Christians, “although degenerated”.5  This confusion
derived from an incorrect identification of the religious
cultures practiced in the Indian territories, extending
from Hinduism to those as yet undiscovered Christians
of St. Thomas of Mylapore.

Apart from this supposed evangelisation by the
Apostle Thomas and some contacts with churches and
groups of Christians of various oriental rites, only in
1320 are we informed of the first contacts of western
Christendom with India through the movement of the
group led by the Dominican Friar João, that included
four friars of the lesser religious orders: Friar Thomaz
of Tolentino, Friar Jacome of Padua, Friar Pedro and
Friar Demetrius, the latter two both lay brothers.6 These
friars had been in Persia and Ormuz, visited the relics
of St. Thomas in Mylapore and preached on the coast
of Coromandel.7 However, only from 1505 did a
Christian ecclesiastical organization begin on a regular
basis, depending on the Order of Christ for its spiritual
jurisdiction. In the following years, some isolated
Dominicans appeared in India, but the construction of
a monastery of the preaching order only occurred in
1548, with the Capela do Rosário under its charge.8 It
should be remembered that up to 1542 the Franciscans
were the only religious order securing the work of
evangelisation, although aided by secular and religious
clergymen of other orders, generally reaching India as
ship’s chaplains. In 1532 the Franciscans of the Regular
Observance already had a monastery in Goa with about
twenty friars.9 These extended their presence to Cochin,
Chaul, Damao, Columbo, Bassein, Quilon, Mannar,
Thana, Mangalore, Diu, Cranganor, Bardez and other
territories.10 It has been suggested that in 1533, at
the time of the establishment of the Diocese of Goa,
the approximate number of Christians in India was
100,000,11 but it seems more prudent to distrust these
excessively rounded numbers, generally expressing
qualities and not strictly quantities, strategies very
much in vogue in chronicles and religious sermonising.

In spite of the regularity of the missions, the
results were mediocre, due as much to the scarce
number of missionaries as to the activity’s incoherence.
The weakness of the results was due to insufficient
preparation for this type of mission as well as
insufficient Portuguese political support. During
almost half a century, the progress of Christianity was
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insignificant, either in relation to the evangelisation of
the “heathen and Moor”, or relative to the submission
of the Christians of St. Thomas to Rome.12 The
conversion to Christianity, between 1535 and 1537,
of about fifty thousand Paravars13 of the Fishery Coast
does not prove missionary success. The high number
of converts was not due to the missionaries’ merits,
but to political and economic interests, since the
maritime wars during the 1520s and the early years of
the 1530s, together with Muslim oppression, induced
the local inhabitants to place themselves under
Portuguese protection.14

Slow progress in the evangelising effort was
particularly due to the impediments placed by the
centuries-old culture of these people and also to the
Islamic presence, control of the seas and trade being
concentrated in Muslim hands. Consequently, the first
years of evangelisation were restricted, in part, to the
Portuguese fortresses.15 In relation to those Indian
converts, in the opinion of Luís Filipe Thomaz, the
first years affected above all the “marginal population:
fishermen of the allegedly impure caste among the
Malabar, prostitutes and the concubines of Portuguese
soldiers, beggars that gravitated towards the fortresses
and monasteries, people of lower caste, without
attempting a large-scale conversion.”16

THE ARRIVAL OF THE JESUITS

From 1542, the arrival of the first Jesuits in Goa,
under the inspired direction of the Jesuit Francis Xavier,
(1506-1552), created a truly new era in Catholic
religious evangelisation. The Ignatians found in the
Portuguese enclave a social space that allowed them to
affirm themselves in relation to the other religious
orders, taking advantage of the preparation initially
brought over from the universities and later from
European seminaries. This was allied to new preaching
methods and religious circulation, which enabled them
to increase significantly the number of Christians in
many areas of the Portuguese presence, at least in
comparison to the preceding period.17 The Jesuits do
seem to have managed to attract to Christianity some
Indians of low caste, who were attracted by the promise
of shared fraternity held out by the new faith. Most of
all, they saw opportunities for social and economic
advancement denied them by the traditional structure
of local society. In contrast, on the rare occasions when

the Jesuits succeeded in bringing members of the higher
castes into the Christian fold, the new converts would
try to safeguard their traditional privileges and status,
some even seeking important positions in the
commercial administration of the Portuguese enclaves.
The preaching of the Jesuits in Portugal’s Indian
territories not only did not end the caste system, but
only very occasionally denounced its profound
inequalities, iniquities and exploitations.18 In practice,
from their first contacts with India, St. Francis Xavier
and other Jesuits tried to respect and often to adapt to
the existing social echelons.

Despite this acceptance of the local social
hierarchies, the arrival of the Society of Jesus in India
clearly contributed to raising the cultural and symbolic
production proffered by Christian religious activity.
Thus, from the founding year of 1542 onwards, it is
apparent that the Jesuits invest in ceremonial expressions
of great solemnity and magnificence, putting their faith
in religious festivals as the agent of conversion. The
Jesuits also insisted on the importance of ritualising
the principal acts of Christian worship, frequently
directing great funereal ceremonies, Easter celebrations,
productions of sermons or even religious theatre. At
the same time, the Society of Jesus built schools and
residences, churches and chapels, as well as charitable
works for the socially indigent and marginalized groups
in the Portuguese Indian enclaves.19 It is also with the
Jesuits that a type of “inspection method and first aid”
began, trying to prepare missionaries for the more
difficult and complex situations that they would find
in Asia.20 The success achieved in the early stages, above
all among the community of Portuguese descendants
and converted slaves, ensured that Christian political
and religious power “rendered vassalage” to them. It
seems we can take the words of the bishop of Goa,
João de Albuquerque as proof of this:

“Particularize your works and the fruit that is
born in their souls, I dare not write it for
compassion, nor do I have time enough to tell
it. [...] I say, finally, that you were torches lighted
in these parts to illuminate such a dark night
that reigned here. To your God be honour and
glory, who does these things by means of his
servants. When they ask me, I give all for the
salvation of souls: all the powers and all the
authority invested in me by the Pope, to all the
parts where they go wandering.”21
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It is appropriate, however, to temper these
laudatory words, as well as the excessively generalised
appraisals of the “brilliant” appearance of the Society of
Jesus in India. The Indian territories were, in the 16th

and 17th centuries, dominated by complex and extremely
diversified political, economic and cultural relationships,
so it is not possible to evaluate Jesuit activity in various
Indian areas in general terms—or even “essentially”—
without strictly locating its history. In this research, to
locate means highlighting the cultural specifics of the
areas that the Society had to work in and sometimes to
conquer for the Christian faith.

COERCION OF THE CULTURAL SPHERE

Multi-ethnicity was the dominant element of the
territories that in the 16th and 17th century were being
politically, socially and culturally organized on the
Indian sub-continent—a consequence of successive
invasions, migrations and population movements. This
centuries-long historical legacy caused various religions
and cultures to coexist in India, although the weight
of the Hindu majority dominated, along with a marked
Islamic expansion. In the midst of the ethnic, cultural
and religious diversity, it is appropriate also to note
political diversity: the strong sultanate of Delhi replaced
by the Mogol Empire in the 16th century; the kingdom
of Gujarat or of Cambay; the sultanates of Deccan;
the empire of Vijayanagar and the independent or vassal
kingdoms of the Malabar coast were important political
entities, but they did not subsume the presence of other
political entities with lesser territorial extent.22 Since
the 15th century, the European presence, and in
particular the Portuguese, had added a new reality,
altering the game of “political chess” with its systems of
territorial alliances and conditions for commercial
circulation. From the nomination of the first viceroy
in 1505, construction began on a political-institutional
entity that would be better known as the Estado da
Índia,23 interlinking a network of enclaves that, being
above all cities, fortresses and coastal factories, would
come to extend from Mozambique to Macao, assuring
different modes of sovereignty and Portuguese presence.

It was with Portugal that the oldest form of
European colonisation of Indian areas began,
generating political, economic, social and religious
alterations, especially in the territories of Goa.24 After
the conquest of the great city in 1510, it was in Goa

that Christianity established a significant presence,
trying to raise a programme of a “Christian city” that
is without parallel in the other Portuguese enclaves of
India and the Asian Southeast, otherwise dominated
by forms of negotiation and power sharing with allies
and local potentates.

From an early date, the maritime empire created
by the Portuguese was linked to the western Indian
Ocean. It was here that the main activities on behalf
of the Portuguese crown were centred, expressed by
military, as well as commercial and religious victories.
By contrast, very little has been written on the European
presence east of Cape Comorim.25  From about 1520
onwards, the settlement of the Portuguese in the coastal
zones of the Bay of Bengal also became an established
fact originating from the arrival of personnel from
Malacca or deserters from the western Indian Ocean,
supported by colonists from St. Thomas of Mylapore.
Some of those individuals had a murky social past
linked to the private ventures of merchants and fortune
seekers.26 At the date of the Jesuits’ arrival they
numbered a hundred families.27

The not very uniform way in which the
Portuguese settled in these areas of India and Southeast
Asia led to differences from area to area. Thus, the
territories of Goa, Ormuz, Malacca, Damao and Diu
passed into Portuguese control by conquest. In other
places, as in the case of Cochin, the presence was by
consent following the signature of treaties. To the east
of Cape Comorim there were many private Portuguese
merchants who had settled there with personal profit
as their objective, seeking to benefit from the mercantile
agreements applying to those areas.28 In the middle of
the 16th century some of these centres, such as St. Thomas
of Mylapore, had a singular status because they did
not exhibit great commercial importance. The opposite
was true of Pulicat, which was a great centre of private
Portuguese trade in the first decades of the 16th century
and whose Christian population numbered about two
or three hundred inhabitants.29 In these territories,
where a sort of “shadow empire” existed composed of
merchants and adventurers defending their private
interests, it seems difficult to speak of any Portuguese
commercial monopoly such as existed in Aceh, in
Western Java, Coromandel or various ports of Malabar
and Gujarat.30

The expansion of studies on the Portuguese
political and commercial presence in these areas31 has
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not, however, been accompanied by a renewal of works
on the religious activity developed on behalf of the
Portuguese presence.  We know that priests
accompanied the merchants and soldiers from the
beginning of the Asian maritime expansion. They raised
temples and tried to structure parishes, but they needed
to wait for the arrival of the Society of Jesus in the
1540s to realise a close connection between
evangelisation and colonial power. In fact, a revealing
letter from St. Francis Xavier to Ignatius Loyola suggests
that Christianity in India could only survive and
prosper under the protection of the Portuguese.32 From
his arrival in Goa in 1542, Xavier was fully aware that
without the committed support of the political power
missionary activity would be impeded, given the social
alterations that the adoption of Christianity implied.
He shares this idea in two letters:

“The implantation of Christianity on the coast
of Malabar will be an easy task, safer and easier
to conserve than in other parts, for the whole

summer our armadas from Goa travel this Coast;
the heathen kings and lords respect them and
would not dare injure them, neither the Priests
nor the Christians.33

[...] Inland are the Brahmins and the Nayars and
many other noble classes, who are very powerful
and deeply entrenched in their superstition,
leaving us no margin in which some fruitful work
may be carried out [...] and they have so much
power in the land, that in no way is it possible to
derive any advantage from the inland regions.”34

The Ignatians also recognized the difficulties of
evangelisation in Bengal, for being, in their words, “an
area of Moors”. The Islamic presence is always
represented as an insurmountable obstacle giving rise to
open conflicts instead of circulating the divine word.35 In
consequence, Jesuit preachers avoided Islamic areas and
states, concentrating their efforts on the conversion of
the “heathen”. The same situation was repeated in
Bisnaga and Velur, but more than half a century after

St. Francis Xavier cursing the Bisnagar invaders in Comorim.
Oil on canvas by André Reinoso (17th century). Sacristy of the Church of São Roque, Holy House of Mercy in Lisbon. Photograph by Júlio Marques.
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the arrival of the Society, neither the number of
Christians, nor the number of missionaries was
substantial:

“There are neither converts nor Christians in the
Court of the King of Bisnaga where a member
of our Religious society resides, nor in Velur where
he usually spends the greater part of his time apart
from another two, but the only Christians are
the 4 young men that serve him, and the main
end that he serves is to obtain the living that he
has in Mylapore where more than five thousand
pardons are dispensed every year.”36

In general terms, the Jesuit movement in India
in the 16th and 17th centuries either accompanied the
areas of effective presence of Portuguese political power,
such as the territories of Goa, the holdings of the North
and Malabar, or expended its energy in places that
could serve strategic interests and the Portuguese system
of alliances, as in the Kingdom of the Grand Mogul.
Even so, instability was a constant in Malabar due to
opposition to the Jesuits by the autochthonous local
power. However, neither the Ignatians nor the
Franciscans gave up these missions that were materially
supported by the Portuguese royal authority and its
extensions in the Estado da Índia. The royal central
power and its overseas representatives always
encouraged the organised establishment of religious
orders in the Indian enclaves due to the political-
economic benefits that their presence could bring to
Portuguese interests in the area. The same happened
in the court of the Grand Mogul, above all at the end
of the 16th century, attracting a mission that had houses
and churches in only the two main cities: Lahore and
Agra. However, Christianity did not prosper, for the
missionary work was focused on Portuguese merchants,
as well as soldiers and slaves, the native populations
being forgotten.37 Like the Mogul emperor himself, his
subjects sympathized with only some aspects of
Catholic worship, which in the missionaries’ opinion
had to do with the ornamentation of the churches,
sometimes attracting local offerings in exchange for
some divine gift.38 The external manifestations of
Christianity had some “likenesses” to Hindu and
Buddhist rituals—the use of statues, incense, rosaries,
orders of friars and nuns, etc.—but local religious
behaviour, even in this ritualistic sense, was not widely
understood by the missionaries who denounced its
“demonic” dimension, not always appreciating that

some ceremonial convergence generated tolerance and
facilitated the circulation of Christianity.39  Theological
debates seemed to please the emperor, but it was above
all the political alliance and the commercial movement
offered by the Portuguese in India that interested
Akbar, who tolerated the missionary presence for this
reason.40 Although the Jesuit priests recognized the
political interests of the Grand Mogul and the
insignificance of their presence, the Portuguese
authorities advised them to stay, with the objective of
discouraging the emperor from allying himself with the
Dutch or English. For reasons of power politics, it suited
Portugal to maintain friendly relationships because, prior
to the Jesuits’ arrival and after Akbar had conquered
Bengal, the Portuguese obtained authorization for the
construction of a free port that gave rise to the city of
Ugulim.41 Later, in 1632, this city was razed by order
of Prince Kurhan, grandson of Akbar.42

The Jesuit missions tried to embrace practically
all the Indian territory,43 although in a discontinuous
and not very uniform fashion, either in its
implementation or in the results obtained. They were
often unsuccessful, especially if we consider that one of
the main objectives of the Society’s efforts in India was
to try to assure mass conversions irrespective of the
methods used, understanding that any means justified
the elevated end of conversion.44 Conversions, religious
and social influence, schools, churches and many other
manifestations of the Jesuits’ influence in India are due
to the shelter provided by the Portuguese enclaves.

DEPENDENCE ON PORTUGUESE
POLITICAL PRESENCE

Although spreading quickly through areas of the
Indian Ocean, Southeast Asia and the Far East, the
Society of Jesus was basically organised in India around
the “Northern Province”, of Goa and, further south,
of Malabar.45 The so-called “Northern Province”, was
organized around Damao, Bassein and Chaul. Above
all, the Jesuits moved within the fortresses and factories
safeguarded by these enclaves.46 The number of
Portuguese in these fortresses was high, and they needed
spiritual guidance.47 In this way Bassein became a city
graced by different religious orders.48 The society was
accumulating innumerable properties in these
enclaves—above all in Damao and Bassein—obtained
either through private donations or through land
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purchase.49 Remember, for example, that the
foundation of the school of Bassein was due to Isabel
de Aguiar, a widow from Ormuz who, not having
children of her own, left all her worldly goods to the
Jesuits.50 Despite the significant Portuguese presence
in this city, evangelisation did not come easily.51 Some
missionaries complained of the “diversity of people”
that inhabited the area—generally distinguished by
their religious affiliation as “Jews, Moors and
heathen”—and the deep social rejection to which those
who converted to Christianity were subject.52 In the
remaining cities of the north, the situation was identical
to that of Bassein. The opposition to Christianity on
the part of the devotees of the local religion was
constant, despite the strong Portuguese military
presence. The Portuguese political and religious
authorities sought to mobilize the same mechanisms
used in Goa for the conversion of the population.53

They even proposed the destruction of the local
“pagodas”, to be replaced by a church or Christian
cross—measures that were offensive and did not favour
the cause of Christianity. This helps to explain the
religious situation of Damao, where the strong Muslim
and Hindu presence eclipsed the Catholic minority,
limited to the Portuguese residents, above all men at
arms confined to the walls of the fortress. Within this
region—in Virgi, Choutia and Cole—there were purely
and simply no Christians to be found. It was an
incontrovertible fact that the greater the distance from
Portuguese military protection, the less the missionary
presence and the fewer the number of converts, a rule
especially evident in areas where Islam was strongly
implanted.

Parallel to the inherent difficulties of the area and
in models of Portuguese occupation in India, the
Society of Jesus encountered a type of internal obstacle
that, moving among Christianised communities,
practiced actions that did not always complement those
of other Christian religious orders. This happened
especially in relation to the minor religious orders. The
Franciscans had arrived in the Portuguese enclaves of
India some decades before the Jesuits, obtaining certain
privileges and religious spaces that they did not wish
to divide with the new Society. In 1510, in the area of
Bardez, the order had built the Monastery of St. Francis,
the church of the Three Kings, and the schools of São
Boaventura and Reis, besides the seminary of Santa Fé
and seventeen rectories with their respective churches.

They had also built monasteries in Cambay, Bassein,
Damao, Diu, Chaul, Cranganor, Cananor, Cochin,
Quilon, Bengal, Jafanapatan and Malacca.54

In areas where the Portuguese presence had strong
political expression, as was the case of Goa and the
“Northern Province”, a mixed presence was possible,

Despite this acceptance of local
social hierarchies, the arrival
of the Society of Jesus in India
clearly contributed to raising
the cultural and symbolic
production proffered
by Christian religious activity.

and sometimes only the type and method of missionary
action, along with the different mechanisms that each
of the religious orders used in its conversions,55 could
dictate its preponderance. However, in the spaces that
were part of the Portuguese dominion, both orders used
the same weapons in their conversion. That is to say
that they tried to implant the Roman Catholic Church
while trying to erase the autochthonous culture through
the destruction of “pagodas”, the prohibition of
festivities and ceremonies and the expulsion of those
who did not want to convert to Christianity.56 The
expulsion of Hindus and “Moors”—only possible in
the areas belonging to Portugal—may well have worked
on the spiritual plane but tended to disorganise
commercial transactions, making specialised legislation
necessary to try to resolve these dysfunctions. We also
have to admit that many of the conversions achieved
among the populations of other religions, above all in
areas not subject to Portugal, were occasional,
mobilising social or economic interests. For many,
Christianity appeared as the only way for them to alter
their social position since the Hindu caste system did
not allow them any change or upward mobility.57

In the areas where the missionary presence was
only tolerated by the local powers, the situation was
complicated. The number of conversions was limited,
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and, due to the difficulty in maintaining and serving
the Christian communities, many converts did not
execute the elementary precepts of Catholicism after
baptism. Some missionaries lamented that they did not
have the means “to constrain, or to punish”, because
the social obligations of the new Christians were to the
native authorities and not to the missionaries.58 Only

after the1540s, with the destruction of the temples and
with the conversions of the 1560s, did Christianity
create more durable roots in the territories where the
Portuguese exercised effective jurisdiction, namely in
Goa and Bassein.59

The missionary activity in Malabar, especially
close to the coast, was mainly entrusted to the Jesuits.
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The protection given by King João III to the Society of
Jesus allowed it to create the material and human
conditions that facilitated the spiritual orientation of
these Christians—an aspect that displeased the
Franciscans from the beginning. During the 17th

century, the Society of Jesus even came to be distanced
from its churches, especially those on the Fishery Coast,

for short periods by the Franciscans. Although during
the period of Iberian Union, when Portugal was ruled
by Spanish kings, relations between the Ignatians and
the Philippine monarchs were not as close as they had
been under the previous dynasty, this did not prevent
the civil authorities from taking a favourable position
towards the Jesuits when relations between Franciscans
and Jesuits soured, as they did on several occasions during
that century, above all in southern India. This aspect
can be partially explained by the commercial support
that the religious order rendered in the area.60 However,
in 1601 a charter was confirmed specifying that the
missionary areas of India should be divided between
Franciscans and Jesuits for them to overcome together
many of the problems that militated against the
implantation of Christianity. In our understanding,
however, the decision can also be read as much as an
attempt to weaken Jesuit supremacy in India as an
effort to eliminate discord between Jesuits and
Franciscans.61 Except for isolated periods, the Society
of Jesus was never definitively kept away from leadership
as occurred in the above-mentioned situation.62 If there
had been the political intention of putting the society
in second place, such an objective was never achieved,
not for lack of means but because the Jesuit movement
became crucial to the political, commercial and even
religious interests in the area. In the middle of the 16th

century it even reached the point of the Jesuits being
placed inside the system of Padroado, although only
for short time.

Once they had settled in areas outside Portuguese
dominion during the course of the 16th and 17th

centuries, the other religious orders, mainly Franciscan,
Dominican and Augustinian, engaged in activities that
largely exceeded the religious assistance given to the
Portuguese in the Indian enclaves.63 It should be noted
that we also owe the construction of female convents
to these orders. Although built somewhat late, they
were always erected far away from Jesuit influence. The
convent of St. Monica in Goa, and the female retreats
of Nossa Senhora da Serra and Santa Maria Madalena
were founded between 1598 and 1610 under the
influence of Archbishop Aleixo de Meneses, an
Augustinian. Maybe this was the way in which he was

St. Francis Xavier’s sermon in Goa.
Oil on canvas by André Reinoso (17th century). Sacristy of the Church
of São Roque, Holy House of Mercy in Lisbon. Photograph by Júlio Marques.
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able to affirm the religious order to which he belonged.
The late appearance of these institutions can also be
related to the serious social conflict in which the Estado
da Índia had always been submerged. This situation
had some bearing on the specifics of female social
movement in an area where the presence of European
women, apart from some female orphans, was very
scarce. It should be remembered that from its inception
the foundation of the Santa Monica convent was
surrounded by differences between the Franciscan
Tertiaries, who sought the construction of a convent
for the Order of St. Clare, and Archbishop Aleixo de
Meneses, who, with the support of a group of nobles
and notables of the city, resolved to create a convent
under the orientation of the Augustinians.64 This
foundation also reminds us of the effort towards
religious proselytism that was continually undertaken
in the territory of Goa. The city was pivotal to the
Portuguese presence in Asia. Even today the many old
buildings and various ruins of “Old Goa” testify to the
magnitude of Catholic religious investment.65 It was a
project of constructing a “Christian city” in the East,
marked by building a series of schools and residences
not only to prepare native clergy and catechists but
also to receive the missionaries arriving from Europe.
The churches and chapels serving about fifteen to
twenty thousand Christians led St. Francis Xavier to
write in 1542:

“Goa is a truly Christian city, a wonder to
behold. There is a monastery of many Franciscan
friars, an honourable cathedral and many canons
as well as many other churches.”66

Prominent in this dense panorama of Christian
buildings was the Jesuits’ main school, built in 1548
and dedicated to St. Paul. Later on, the Santa Fé
seminary would also be dependent on the Society’s
college. Besides the support given to the Jesuit
missionaries who came here, St. Paul’s College had,
above all, the educational function of teaching children.
In 1597 the extraordinary number of seven hundred
children matriculated to learn to read, write and count
in the Jesuit institution of Goa.67 In effect, the Ignatians
had always placed great importance on the question of
educating the locals, not because they recognized any
superior intellectual capacities in them, but because it
was a form of recruiting and preparing future
missionaries, an otherwise difficult and expensive task
if relying on European seminaries and schools alone.68

This school also had some residences under its charge
for the protection of converts and for doctrinal
teaching. The residences subsisted due to the
appropriation of income remitted by the major Jesuit
schools. During the reign of King João III, all the
schools dependent on the Jesuits in territories under
Portuguese dominion had impressive revenues,
including donations of moveable and fixed assets. At
the command of King Sebastião, St. Paul’s School in
Goa received the rent from four villages.69 The situation
of the school of Cochin was a little different, however,
never mobilizing as much income as the one in Goa.
Thus, in 1601, in the middle of the Philippine dynasty,
its missionaries complained that they only had revenues
sufficient to sustain about twenty-four people,
mentioning that some of the society’s schools were only
sustained by alms.70 According to available data, we
know that between 1570 and 1580 revenues grew by
about 141 percent in Portugal, increasing 100 percent
in the Province of Goa from 1575 to 1599. However,
they decreased in the period when Portugal was ruled
by Spanish kings, probably in close connection with
the economic and financial alterations of the Estado
da Índia.

On the southwest coast of India, the Portuguese
presence in Malabar and the type of missionary activity
was quite different from that practiced by the
“Christian city” of Goa. The enduring connection
between the kingdom of Calicut and Muslim
mercantile interests in the area resulted in a hostile
reception to the Portuguese and a series of conflicts
over the first fifteen years of Portuguese presence in
the Indian Ocean.71 The multiplicity of small
autonomous political territories and the specifics of
social organization would greatly hinder relations
between these kingdoms and Portugal, bearing in mind
that the political power was dependent on Hindus of
the higher castes, and the commercial power was
dependent on the Muslims. It was necessary to organise
political territories that separated political from
economic power and questions on land from those of
the sea. Given the difficulty in distancing the Islamic
merchants, the Portuguese political-commercial
strategy was to abandon the diplomacy of alliances and
treaties in favour of armed confrontation. Indeed, the
Portuguese appeared in the Indian Ocean at a moment
in which the Muslim merchants were present in most
of the coastal cities of India, thus dominating maritime
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routes and through them transoceanic trade.72 In this
complex and competitive context, unlike that which
had prevailed in the Atlantic, the possibility of
establishing commercial hegemony in the Indian
Ocean was remote.73 Only by means of treaties with
local potentates could commercial relationships be
established. In this way, alliances with the kingdoms
of Cananor, Cochin and Quilon were made in order
to acquire spices outside of the Calicut market, but
control over the trade and any sort of “pax lusitana” in
the area was out of the question, as this soldier’s
description reminds us:

“The battle that in other times was fought on
the banks of the Mondego and of the Tejo is
renewed here on the waves of the ocean. A war
without faith or quarter arose as soon as Vasco
da Gama had stepped onto the beaches of
Calicut. The Rajah of Cochin turned towards
us, Samorim remained faithful to his former
subjects: the plethora of minuscule rajahs, into
which the rest of Malabar is divided, sometimes
favoured one side, sometimes the other,
whenever their mutual and incessant quarrels
permitted such.”74

Despite the political and commercial difficulties
in these areas of Malabar, the different religious orders,
including the Society of Jesus, always showed interest
in the local religious movement. Although conscious
of the poor results attained by missionaries there, the
Jesuits also tried to serve royal interests and strategies
in these areas, “conserving the friendship and love of
the king for the Portuguese”.75 António Bocarro relates
that the local Nayars rarely converted to Christianity
so as not to lose their status as a higher caste, while the
Muslims would not do so “for any reason”.76 Be that as
it may, these investments in a continued religious
movement in the south can also be linked to the
tradition according to which there were still the
Christians evangelised by St. Thomas.77 The Christians
of St. Thomas enjoyed certain social prestige, although
they were a minority without political expression or
economic weight. Political power in the area was
Hindu, and the mastery of the seas belonged to the
Muslims. The Jesuits always showed great interest in
making contact with them, trying to get them to
submit to the Latin Church, but divergences appeared
in the relations between European priests and this Syro-
Malabar community associated with the incompetence

of some missionaries and their disrespect for the non-
Latin liturgy. These efforts would end by defining the
Christians of St. Thomas as “Nestorian heretics”. For
this reason the Synod of Diamper was held in 1599
under the active direction of the Augustinian
archbishop of Goa, Aleixo de Menezes, in order to
impose Roman discipline on this Malabar Church. In
1608, when the position of archdeacon was created,
the differences surfaced again,78 revealing a set of
divergences over dogma and ritual. The Malabar
Christians did not believe in the doctrine of the Virgin
Mary, the transubstantiation or the incarnation of the
Divine Word.79 They did not worship images, and they
considered only baptism, the Eucharist and ordination
as sacraments. For the orthodox Catholic missionaries
it was difficult to overcome these and other doctrinal
conflicts, which were based on centuries-old religious,
cultural and social traditions that not even the threat
of excommunication discouraged. The promise made
at the Synod of Diamper of submission to the Latin
Rite was ephemeral. The alterations imposed were not
well understood and did not correspond to religious
practices established over a lengthy period of time by
local social and cultural norms.

THE JESUITS:
A NEW CONCEPT OF MISSION

The Lutheran Reformation and the development
of the European Protestant movements challenged the
authority of the only organized Church that had existed
in the medieval West, removing an important part of
its normative function and the social and moral
imperatives that it had imposed on European feudal
societies. The contradictions, confrontations and
intolerance between the Roman Church and the new
Protestant movements and churches multiplied
throughout the 16th century. “To love and to practice
one’s religion often meant combating the beliefs of the
other”.80 The Roman Church lost physical space,
political territories and considerable populations to the
Protestant confessions. Therefore, it called for the
armed re-conquest of the religious areas already lost
and tried to recover and compensate for the almost
definitive loss of its faithful to Protestantism through
a new missionary dynamism. It is in this atmosphere
of division, cleavage and confrontation that the Roman
Church also began the Counter-Reformation and
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renewal, of which the Society of Jesus was a fundamental
dynamic element. The society raised by Ignatius Loyola
and a handful of student companions in Paris
“personifies” the Catholic Reformation as well as
typifying the renewed modern missionary culture.81

Unlike the traditional mendicant religious orders,
the founder members of the Society of Jesus did not
mark a clear rupture with past ecclesiastical and pastoral
policies of the Roman Church. Above all they
represented a synthesis of the modern currents of
spirituality and devotio, underlining the axiology of the
pietas of Christ’s Passion, defending a piety for action
and a piety for life.82 The individual’s value and his
subjective freedom within Catholic dogma, upon
which the theological construction of the Council of
Trent was based, were equally part of its theological
comprehension. In its methods and techniques it
defended the value of initiative, freedom and critical
capacity, exalting the value of human knowledge
enlightened by Catholicism. They did, however, also
demand obedience, a very strict obedience to the
Church and Pope in Rome, which lead Fernando Prieto
to affirm that the Society was encumbered by personal
dramas:

“It is a paradox, and because of it the history of
the Society of Jesus would be full of personal
dramas, the conflict between the domination of
the Superior and the creativity of the subject.”83

This contradiction is justified insofar as its praxis
highlighted the refutation of Lutheranism and
Protestantism. It defended the principle that the
hierarchical structure of the Roman Church is a divine
institution and, as such, obliges the religious power of
the church to rise above any interference from the state.
This was not the case in the restricted communication
between the territorial states of northern Europe and
the diffusion of Protestantism. From the first steps in
founding the new Society, Ignatius Loyola preferred
to defend the centralized structures of his time,
represented by the Dominican Order and strongly
expressed by its production of university theology,84

but, above all, by the papacy itself.
Starting from these notions of submission,

discipline, hierarchy and uncompromising defence of
Roman papal power, the Society raised by Ignatius
Loyola and his companions managed to effect a
symbiosis of various elements for the creation of a
pyramidal structure of government. Power emanated

from the “head”—as the founder designated it—to the
remaining elements of the society, while, unlike the
other religious orders, there was a nominated lifetime
Vicar General.85 Another aspect to consider is the
repeated use of military terminology in the first texts of
the Society, even leading some historians to read, with
slight exaggeration, the notion of militis Christi as a sort
of new religious order with a military organisation. This
vocabulary should not surprise us given the context of
the period, bearing in mind not only Loyola’s military
training but also the agitated period of religious wars
and conflicts. More seriously, it is appropriate to see
these strong notions within a religious and spiritual
renewal that, recreating the lessons of Thomism,
introduced the “Ignatian revolution” into the Roman
Church. The writings of Eduardo Lourenço speak of
this, summing up a transcendent pragmatism in which
the means justified the ends and that was so often
confused with divine will.86

THE INSTALLATION OF THE SOCIETY
OF JESUS IN PORTUGAL

Following the incontrovertible logic of
chronology, King João III was the first European
monarch to formally support and welcome the Jesuit
project. Interested in renewing the activities of the clergy
and religious communities that circulated overseas, the
king seems to have found in the formation and
programmes of the new society a possible solution for
increasing the evangelisation of the Asian territories.87 At
this time the monarch and his collaborators were
interested above all in mobilising men whose religious
training and moral behaviour was not only elevated in
relation to laymen, but also in relation to the traditional
religious orders that frequented the enclaves and
territories of Portuguese presence. The Jesuits had
placed chastity, obedience and poverty at the heart of
their principles, committing themselves to go wherever
the Pope wished to send them; characteristics that
immediately endowed the society with great dynamism
and a sense of effectiveness that would come to be
instrumentally useful in the complex areas of the
Portuguese presence in the Orient.88

In the economic panorama of the Jesuits’
installation in Portugal, their preference for urban
locations to the detriment of rural areas should be
remembered. The creation of schools was another
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distinguishing feature. However, these were not always
due to the Jesuits’ active zeal alone, but also to the
solicitations and proposals of other religious and civil
protagonists. When this protection and interest failed,
episodes occurred such as the opposition by the
governor of the Island of Madeira to the foundation
of the school in Funchal, convinced that the Jesuits
were spies.89 Strictly speaking, the installation of the
Society of Jesus in Portugal cannot be contemplated
outside of the firm support it received from the king
and eminent figures of the higher social echelons of
the kingdom. Should this support only be considered
a result of the religious novelty of the Society, or did it
also arise from the fact that many of its members
belonged to the aristocracy? As we know, this is a
question posed whenever the motives structuring the
influence of the Society in 16th-century Portugal are
examined, but the theme requires  detai led
interdisciplinary research combining various areas of
social, religious and political history. Be that as it may,
the sociological itinerary of the members of the Society
is not completely clear, and if in the initial phase many
recruits were drawn from among aristocratic families,
later many humble artisans, traders, retired soldiers,
bureaucrats and adventurers entered the ranks of the
Jesuits.90 Another recent study, which tries to explain
the reasons why so many youths from 16th-century
Europe entered the Society during the first sixty years
of its existence, suggests that many of the new Jesuits
wanted to escape the “confusions and the dangers of
the world”, while more than half were more concerned
with the salvation of their own souls than with doing
good for their fellow man.91 Very few really wanted to
devote themselves to the “saving of souls” in distant
lands of the Portuguese empire.

Another aspect to consider is related to the
geographical and even ethnic origin of the candidates.
This is quite a complex subject. Globally, neither the
Examen Generale nor the Constitutions include the
prohibition of new Christians entering the Society, and
some even occupied prominent positions; certainly they
proceeded to remote places like the Fishery Coast in
India or Malacca in Southeast Asia. Individually, as
many elements of the Society as elements of other
religious orders presented petitions to exclude
individuals belonging to minority groups. We can refer
to the request by King Sebastião, and Cardinal
Henrique to the Pope not to accept a new Christian

into the Society, while equally well known is the fact
that General Claudio Acquaviva prevented the entry
of “descendants of Jews or Moor” into the Society
without special authorisation (Decree of 1593).92 In
contrast, there is evidence of a continued admission of
many half-castes of Portuguese-Asian origin, but these
were almost always in the condition of men-servants
or as attendants to European priests. Valignano, for
example, ethnocentrically disrespected those born in
“Portuguese India” due to the “flaws” provoked by the
climate and educational deficiencies. Eurasian half-castes
had difficulty being accepted into the Society and having
access to higher ranks, even well into the 17th century.93

Support for the installation of the Society of Jesus
in Portugal strategically mobilised royal power, most
obviously by Cardinal Henrique. The evangelisation
of the foreign territories belonging to the Portuguese
crown began to feature at the core of the first missions
of the Society of Jesus. Significantly, the same did not
happen to the remaining European rulers, whose
concern was directed toward the internal strengthening
of their progressively absolutist states. Spain is a good
case in point, only integrating Jesuits into overseas
evangelisation some years later. The support dispensed
by the Portuguese monarchs was also partly due to the
influence that the first members of the Society exercised
at the royal court. Jesuits, namely Simão Rodrigues
and Leão Henriques, were nominated on various
occasions as confessors to not only King João III and
Cardinal Henrique but also King Sebastião. In the
opinion of many critics, this relationship lead them to
be able to influence internal government and colonial
policies. This type of leverage, however, practically
ceased during the Philippine period of Iberian union
for two reasons: the Jesuits ceased to be royal confessors,
their place being taken by the Dominicans, while their
excessive neutrality did not curry favour at court, or in
other spheres where Portuguese political opposition was
growing. Thus, for Dauril Alden, contrary to what has
been written, the role of the Jesuits during the
Philippine domination was quite passive, with the
exception of a handful of encouraging sermons already
very close to the Restoration of 1640. As evidence of
this loss of political influence, we should remember
the constant concern of the Jesuits in India to
demonstrate to all Catholic Europe their spiritual
conquests and their prestige as catechisers. This type
of initiative worked as a powerful propaganda
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instrument in a similar way to the annual letters printed
in anthologies. These were possibly intended to avoid
external auditing, not only of religious matters, but
also of political, economic and administrative matters
as well. Various royal requests in this direction will be
analysed at the appropriate time.94

A SOCIETY FOR ORIENTAL
EVANGELISATION

Since Portugal did not suffer the consequences
of the Protestant Reformation, the kingdom did not
internally require the activity of a new society with
strong obedience to the Pope in Rome, although it
did present problems and urgent challenges in the field
of the foreign evangelisation. The vastness of the lands
discovered and occupied under Portuguese jurisdiction
and the distances that separated them from the capital,
as well as the demographic crisis that made itself felt,
all hindered the proselytising strategies that King
Manuel and his successor wanted to combine with the
political and commercial presence. Apart from their
small number, the monks’ preparation was equally
precarious in face of the religious, cultural and social
complexity of the territories and populations to
evangelise. None of the other existing religious orders,
including the mendicants, had managed to provide
such a militant answer to the challenges presented in
the complex evangelising activity and Christian context
in the areas of Portuguese presence, namely in Asia.95

The Society of Jesus, with its centralised and disciplined
structure, dynamism and cohesion allied to the spirit
of local adaptation and the articulation of the faith by
education, seemed to prepare its members to be more
successful where others failed. At the same time, the
society was unified by a single spiritual programme;
its orientation stemming directly from Ignatius Loyola
and his famous Spiritual Exercises. The teachings of
this manual of prayers, personal training and moral
improvement quickly aroused interest among many
intellectuals and devout people, making the exercises
a milestone in the history of modern Christian
spirituality and one of the indispensable documents
in the history of the Tridentine Church.96 Ignatius
Loyola’s larger objective when organizing the Spiritual
Exercises was to make available to his followers the
fundamental lines of his thought as a guide to the
collective and individual spiritual action of the society

and its members. It was a manual to instruct beginners
“in the correct way of meditating making a general
confession”,97 seeking in this way to provide a means
of allowing the acquisition of a series of virtues and,
above all, imitating the life of Christ as a form of
renewing the Church and Apostleship.

The preparation that the members of the Society
received, starting with Ignatius Loyola’s programme of
exercises, frequently included exhaustive personal
meditation, and it seems difficult to discover its
practical social and religious aspects. The collective
baptisms that occurred in some Indian territories were
not followed by true instruction or a religious and
spiritual framework. At the same time, many of those
catechised, generally children and Christianised slaves,
were practically Christian only in name, not aspiring
to a faith shaped by spirituality. Some researchers
consider this to be an intentional programme of
evangelisation, primarily concerned with the conquest
of nations and continents for Christ—the latinisation
of the world—not interested in either the means of
conversion or its “quality”.98 Christianity alone would
lead them to salvation because it was the one and only
true religion. Generally, the Jesuit missionaries had a
tendency to consider themselves “God’s chosen ones”
to undertake the salvation and perfection of man, a
notion clearly expressed in the Constitutions of the
Society: “The objective of this society is not only to attain
through divine grace the salvation and perfection of one’s
own soul, but through the same intensely seek to help
others attain the salvation and perfection of theirs.”99

In order to bring fruition to these evangelical
objectives, significant attention was paid to the
conditions and requirements for candidates when
entering the Society or leaving for religious activities
in Asia. New seminaries and schools were created in
order to improve the quality of priests. That of Coimbra
was considered “the apostles’ nursery”, preparing the
seminarians to reach the different points of Portuguese
movement and settlement overseas.100 This was the
strategic order of St. Francis Xavier from the beginning,
followed among others by Father Luís Gonçalves, who
in 1561 advised the Visitor of his province to spend
more time in Portugal to strengthen the province so
that it could sustain “many people raised and educated”
in the spirit of the Society.101 St. Francis Xavier, in his
second directions to Father Gaspar Barzeo,
recommends that he should not receive into the Society
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people “with few qualities and weak, because the society
has need of people of courage, with many virtues and
qualities”, and insisting that he should “never admit
to the Society people without science and virtues
proved by many years, because the priests of the Society
in its institutions and ministries very much need these
qualities, and we have been beleaguered by so many
adversities”.102 In spite of the difficulties that the Society
experienced at the end of the 16th century in the
recruitment for missionary activities in the East, this
general concern from the early period persisted. The
Society was frequently opposed to the recruitment of
members originating from dubious social positions and
situations, as happened in relation to many soldiers
and adventurers. They were almost always considered
“ignorant”, only seeking the shelter of the Society to
flee from the poverty of daily life in the beleaguered
Portuguese oriental enclaves in the 17th century.

Caution and exigency were greater still in the
selection of the provincials  in the areas of
evangelisation. Alessandro Valignano, Jesuit Visitor
from Japan, reminds us in 1582 that any superior could
only execute his mission if he had “the right people to
help him”,103 recommending with regard to the election
of the Provincial of India that

“... there is not in the whole society any other office
that requires as many qualities together as the
Provincial of India, for having the highest authority
over the members of our house and with outsiders,
for the diversity of the very serious and weighty
matters that he holds in his hands, being not only
responsible for the society that is so dispersed over
so many kingdoms and counties of diverse languages
and customs, but also having responsibility for all
the conversions and Christianity that there is
in these kingdoms and counties, and also being
so far removed from Rome that from the closest
part of India, no one can write and receive an
answer in less than a year and half, and from other
parts three, four and five years.”104

A MAGNIFICENT SOCIETY
OR A WEALTHY SOCIETY?

The Jesuits’ activity in the Asian world did not
just mobilise the organic and spiritual advantages of a
new dynamic and militant Society protected by royal
patronage, strongly mobilised for evangelical activities.

The Jesuit circulation in the Asian territories of
Portuguese political presence and commercial
movement also demanded more material investments.
The voyages were expensive and long, the circulation
of church plate was costly, the diffusion of books was
demonstrably expensive, and the construction of
schools and churches for the Society demanded
abundant capital. Often, after the construction of these
buildings was concluded, it was still necessary to mobilise
capital for the import of statues or their production by
good local artists, the raising of altars, decoration in
textiles, and various other investments in luxuries
without which it would be more difficult to attract the
interest of the local populations to the festivals and
rituals. The Society added many local protections to the
royal investments and a continuous accumulation of
revenues, fixed and moveable assets that, as we know,
included important positions in the administration and
the allocation of profits from commercial transactions,
such as the silver of Japan and clove from the
Moluccas.105 Although they repeatedly argued that
those were their only means of subsistence in the Estado
da Índia, a more meticulous study quickly demonstrates
that the receipts from this type of income and of other
goods exceeded the basic functional needs of the Society
by a wide margin, making it one of the richer Catholic
religious orders operating in the orient.

Especially from the first decades of the 17th

century, and closely related to the debates on the
“decadence” of the Portuguese oriental presence, a
larger number of accusations criticizing the wealth
accumulated by the Society can be observed, even
arriving at the point where in the milieu of Goa it was
suggested that “they were owners of Salcete”. Economic
power strengthened the Society so much that some
Indian populations paid more vassalage to the Jesuits
than to the royal authorities. The accumulation of these
economic and political powers must have transformed
insubordination into a current characteristic of the
Jesuits circulating in the enclaves and territories of
Portuguese India. In effect, disobedience to royal orders
became a constant, as much on the part of Jesuits with
responsibilities as with those soldiers and adventurers
who preferred to “surrender to God in exchange for
food” rather than defend the illusion of an empire from
which they did not derive any benefit. The ingress of
these elements into the Society from the end of the
16th century lowered the threshold for recruitment and
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increased immorality. Many of these Jesuits were far
removed from the intellectual and moral qualities of the
founding fathers. Therefore, the hard words that
Alessandro Valignano himself uses concerning the
insubordination of the priests of the School of Cochin are
not surprising. “They are all villains, heartless, taken off
the streets and dressed in the soutane of the society”.106 It
hardly seems necessary to underline in great detail the
association between wealth and slack behaviour that
existed in various areas and members of the society, being
naturally one of the historical factors that served to justify
the abundant anti-Jesuit literature that was extremely
commonplace in the Portuguese 17th century.

a community, which allowed the creation of more solid
social structures and influence often competing with the
power of the government. Even so, to summarise and
portray the varied activities of the Jesuits as exclusively
pursuing economic advantage and continuously
practicing corrupt acts does not help us to understand
that the decadence and transformations in the Estado
da Índia stemmed above all from economic and political
conditions arising from a new distribution of power and
competitiveness in the Indian territory from which the
Jesuit movement could not escape.

THE SOCIETY AND EVANGELISATION
OF THEIR FELLOW MAN

History is the study of contexts. Strictly speaking,
the debate concerning the accumulation of wealth by
the Society of Jesus in Asia reverts to a specialised
historical context. In India, in China, in Japan or in
Eastern Indonesia, the Jesuits frequented strongly
hierarchical societies with luxurious courts and
dynamic and commercially prosperous economies. This
made it difficult to apply the notions, still prevalent at
the beginning of the 16th century, of the “savage” or
even “pre-adamite” as had been the case with the
American natives. In the Asian world, one’s “fellow”
was different and influenced by centuries of
“sedimentation” from civilizations shaped by organized
and active religious systems such as Hinduism,
Buddhism or Islam. The latter had been more sharply
felt since the 13th century, transported by merchants
and missionaries, ulema, brotherhoods and intellectual
Sufis. The mechanisms used by the Society of Jesus in
the conversion of the Indian populations do not reveal,
in general, any special respect for local cultures. Rather,
they compelled an evident adaptation, at times even
surrender, to the potentates, powers and local political
territories. In parallel, the schools and seminaries built
by the Society, although they were also destined for
the education of some locals, naturally served as a
means of transmission of western Christian values, and
were not concerned with understanding, or much less
preserving, local culture. Indeed, the exact opposite
took place. By imposing Christianity, the Jesuits had
to look toward the rulers and upper echelons for
support and protection. They invested in the
sumptuous and in ceremonial splendour as a reference
for the recently converted and a source of admiration

The Society of Jesus, with
its centralised and disciplined
structure, dynamism
and cohesion allied to the spirit
of local adaptation
and the articulation of the faith
by education, seemed to prepare
its members to be more successful
where others failed.

The theme of the exaggerated accumulation of
wealth by the Jesuits already concerned the Philippine
administration, without, however, the crown having
either the means or the political will to investigate its
acquisition or even the exact extent of the assets that the
Society possessed. At this time the Jesuits formed a type
of state within a state.107 This situation was especially
apparent in relation to India, where distance from the
kingdom decreased control and political supervision. In
fact, while the viceroy normally stayed there for a three-
year period—insufficient time to comprehend an
“empire” so vast and discontinuous—the great majority
of missionaries stayed for many years, and some never
even returned, as seems to be the dominant practice
among the Jesuits.108 These, apart from remaining for
an indefinite period, acted not in individual title but as
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for the more sceptical. For this reason, the presence of
the Portuguese and local political powers was a constant
feature of the great festivals of collective baptisms.
Often the viceroy or the territorial rajah was the
godfather and sponsor of these massive ceremonies,
which were occasions for great pomp and ostentation,
not to mention considerable expense.

Far away from these ceremonial investments, the
conversion to Catholicism in India was more rare and
frequently impossible. Thus, the simplest and most
widespread process used by the Society to implant
Christianity in India since the time of St. Francis
Xavier, had been the instruction and the religious
preparation of children of Luso-Asian origin or of local
extraction who dwelt in the Portuguese enclaves. These
children started to constitute one of the pillars of
Catholic evangelisation in India because it was those
who more easily assimilated Christianity due to their
weak knowledge of the local religion and its specific
social conditions. Although everything was planned
by the Society in relation to results, it did not suit their
purpose that these children should be too young. It
was appropriate for them to know and speak their
mother tongue in order for them better to assimilate
the catechism circulating in both Portuguese and
autochthonous languages, while later acting as
auxiliaries to the local missions. This recourse to
children was already a practice used in Europe, even
inside the countries faithful to Rome, for them to serve
as an example to their elders. Reference can be made
to the case of processions.

“The whole city takes delight with the spectacle
of the boys’ very orderly procession to file
through the streets with its flags unfurled
followed by a great crowd of people.”109

Although essentially a religious order, the
Society of Jesus also used science and teaching as
forms of transmitting its religious message. This
behaviour not only indicates the collapse of the
medieval scholastic system but, due to the time in
which it was created, also reflects the concern to
educate and to eliminate the Protestant heresy in
Europe and reconstruct Catholic unity.110 It was in
the East that the Jesuits initially put this idea into
practice before they implanted it in European circles.
Therefore, in 1542 St. Francis Xavier showed
commitment in building a school for the education
of boys in Goa. The following year, the Jesuits taught

reading and writing in the Latin language,111 which,
in the mind of Ignatius Loyola, must contribute
towards making an association between piety and
letters.112 These institutions were as much destined
to prepare the native clergy as the catechists and
missionaries arriving from Europe. Before the arrival
of the society, the Confraria da Santa Fé [Brotherhood
of the Holy Faith]113 had been established by Miguel
Vaz and Diogo Borba in 1541, whose direction and
spiritual orientation was carried out in 1542 by Jesuits
and, starting in 1548, was entirely entrusted to them.
To this seminary was annexed the school of St. Paul,
one of the more sumptuous Catholic buildings erected
in India.114 Inaugurated in January 1543, it was
entrusted to the direction of Francis Xavier, and only
in 1545 was Nicolau Lancilloto named rector and
superior. In this year it received about sixty seminary
students aged between twenty and twenty-one, even
being frequented by some primary students of seven
or eight years and some slaves, at the request of their
masters. The school was formed of two institutions,
one for those who wanted to be priests, these being
obliged to learn classical Latin, philosophy and moral
theology, and another for those who wanted to be
“learned” and to master mathematics.115 The Society
firmly believed that this system of schools would
ensure the development of Catholicism in India,
adding conversions from the starting point of the
“superiority” of Christian education. These
investments had some impact, above all in the
“Christian city” of Goa, but they would fail in practice
within the geographical limits of India. After all, since
those heroic debut years of the apostleship of St.
Francis Xavier, Catholicism did not manage to
penetrate the more than thousand-year-old culture
and mentality of Indian society. The heroes and
martyrs remained, and still more the legend of the
great “apostle of the East”, but the conversion and
conquest of the East dreamed of by St. Francis Xavier,
between Eurocentric triumphalism and utopias of the
faith, never happened. 

Translated by PHILOS – Comunicação Global, Lda.
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